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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions
The writer has analyzed the data, the conclusions were drawn as the following:
1. There were four types of slang in ten songs of Beyonce Knowles’ songs
namely, Abbreviation, Grammatical Slangs, Baby’s Expressions, and
Word Repetition.
2. After the writer has analyzed the data, the writer concluded that
Abbreviation is the most dominant type of slang found in Beyonce
Knowles’ songs. Abbreviation and Baby’s Expression slang were found
in each lyrics of Beyonce Knowles songs. There weren’t found
Grammatical slang in two songs lyrics among ten songs, they are: Daddy
and Naughty Girl. It means that in eight others song were found the
grammatical itself. Nor the Words Repetition, there weren’t found in four
songs lyrics among ten songs, and they were: If I Were a Boy, Ring the
Alarm, Naughty Girl, and Crazy in Love.
3. Abbreviaton was the dominant slang used in Beyonce Knowles’ songs
because it’s very popular and always expressed by American and the other
reason because the composer of the songs must fit the syllables to the
rhythm
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B. Suggestions
Relating to the conclusions, suggestions were staged as the following:
1. It was suggested to English teacher or lecturer, it was important for them
as the facilitator in teaching grammar especially dealing with listening
skill in the music, to increase the knowledge of the people who interested
in learning the existence of slang, and also for those who interested in
hearing Western’s songs.
2. It was advised to the Music Fans, Composer, Education, Censors and
others media in the world to be careful in using the words or language
because sometimes their creations contain several slang languages.
3. Slang is not only for bad things but also for good things because slang is
creativity.
4. The readers or the learners who interested in hearing the Beyonce
Knowles’ songs, could refer to this study to help them understand slangs
meaning in Beyonce Knowles’ songs.

